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Accelerating OS
Deployment with
Microsoft Windows
Deployment Services
By David Waggoner

Microsoft® Windows® Deployment Services (WDS) provides an accessible, flexible way to perform mass deployments of current and legacy Windows operating systems.
Using customized answer files and taking advantage of
scripting and other tools with WDS can help dramatically
reduce the time to perform highly configured mass
deployments with minimal infrastructure impact.
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Comparing
RIS and ADS
with WDS
for legacy OS
deployments
A key difference between Remote Installation
Services (RIS) and Windows Deployment Services
(WDS) is that WDS deploys legacy operating systems (such as Windows Server 2003, Windows XP,
and others) only as images—meaning that it
functions similarly to a traditional imaging server
such as Symantec Ghost. Automated Deployment

Figure 1. Microsoft Windows Deployment Services GUI

Services (ADS) works similarly to WDS, but uses
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1

The Windows AIK download is available at www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=c7d4bc6d-15f3-4284-9123-679830d629f2.
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virtually unlimited access to the available

that iSCSI logical unit (LUN), resulting in a

mass deployment tools included (or pro-
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this requirement, including using virtual

them recover a failed system or restore a

installing exact configurations can be
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time-consuming and keeping track of
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to boot from a USB drive or a CD, and by
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default provides a command-line prompt
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that helps simplify mapping drives or run-
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for these work-arounds and helps signifi-

hardware to extract logs that are inacces-

need to deploy only a few servers to those
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work booting and choosing a particular
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image, which would run the automated
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A major upgrade in the Windows
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Server 2008 version of WinPE (2.1) com-
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ture. For more information, tips, and
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walk-throughs on customizing WinPE,
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visit the Dell Enterprise Technology

to flash firmware or configure specific set-

Center wiki at www.delltechcenter.com/

tings and then begin the OS installation. For

page/Windows+Server+2008.
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Flexible one-to-many
deployments

to a specific Internet SCSI (iSCSI) target.

Windows Deployment Services represents

WinPE could then lay down an image on
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scripted to check for a certain firmware ver-
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